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Outline
• Isolated galaxy simulations 
• How to write analysis pipelines for reproducible 
data workflows 
• Useful python tips! 
• Making the data public 
• Value-adds for public data
Running these simulations is sort of 
like…
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• Enzo simulation code:
http://enzo-project.org
• yt analysis package
http://yt-project.org
• Custom analysis pipeline
http://bitbucket.org/ngoldbaum/galaxy_analysis
• Many other free and open libraries
NumPy,  SciPy,  IPython,  Cython,  matplotlib,  
hdf5,  h5py,  scikit-image,  numexpr
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Public from day one 
100% Free Software (BSD License)
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a galaxy analysis toolkit
GalaxyAnalyzer 
class
Grid slabs Derived 2D data
Surface density of gas, stars, star formation rate 
2D Toomre Q maps 
Velocity dispersions 
Many other fields
Writing code for 
reproducible workflows
• Make your analysis code a proper python 
package
• write a REAMDE and a setup.py, add a 
license
• Use version control
• Cache intermediate results
• joblib,  h5py,  pyfits
• Write code you will grok six months later
Tips for reproducible 
data analysis pipelines 
in Python
Tips for reproducible 
data analysis pipelines 
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Examples adapted from galanyl package,
see https://bitbucket.org/ngoldbaum/galaxy_analysis
Use the @classmethod decorator to 
create a class instance without __init__
class GalaxyAnalyzer(object):
    def save_to_hdf5(self):
       """Cache GalaxyAnalyzer data to an hdf5 file"""
       # save data to disk
    @classmethod
    def from_hdf5_file(cls, h5_path):
       """Create a GalaxyAnalyzer object from cached hdf5 data
       Parameters:
         h5_path: string
            Path to a directory containing cached hdf5 data. 
            Must have the same format as data created by 
            the save_to_hdf5 function.
>>> g = GalaxyAnalyzer.from_hdf5_file(“/path/to/data”)
       “""
       g = super(GalaxyAnalyzer, cls).__new__(cls)
       # initialize g from data located at h5_path
Profile and reimplement 
slow functions in cython
import numpy as np
def get_line_circle_intercepts(x1, x2, y1, y2, r):
    d_x = x2 - x1
    d_y = y2 - y1
    d_r = np.sqrt(d_x*d_x + d_y*d_y)
    D = x1*y2 - x2*y1
    if x1 == x2:
        yint = (-D*d_x + abs(d_y)*
                np.sqrt(r**2*d_r**2 - D**2))/d_r**2
        xint = x1
        return [(xint, yint), (xint, -yint)]
    else:
        xint = (D*d_y + d_x*s*np.sqrt(r**2*d_r**2 - D**2))/d_r**2
        yint = y1
        return [(xint, yint), (-xint, yint)]
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cdef void reduce_dispersion(f8_t* ret, f8_t* s0, f8_t* s1, f8_t* s2,
                            intp_t* indices, f8_t* v, f8_t* m, intp_t nparticles,
                            intp_t size, intp_t* s, intp_t* m0ptr,
                            intp_t* m1ptr, intp_t* m2ptr) nogil:
    cdef intp_t i
    for i in parallel.prange(nparticles):
        process_particle(s0, s1, s2, indices[i], v[i], m[i],
                         m0ptr, m1ptr, m2ptr, size, s)
    for i in parallel.prange(s[0]*s[1]*s[2]):
        if s0[i] == 0:
            ret[i] = 0
        else:
            ret[i] = sqrt(s0[i]*s2[i] - s1[i]*s1[i])/s0[i]
        if isnan(ret[i]):
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Data live on spinning disk, served by nginx 
Backed up on tape at NASA Ames
National Data Service
NSF-funded work in progress effort
The data deliverator
Slide courtesy Matthew Turk
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This does not exist yet, but will probably be 
available in a few years
https://demo.use.yt
Live demos powered by 
public data
